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“Dying Suddenly While Driving”: Firefighter Stops
Ambulance From Going Over Cliff After Her
COVID-19 mRNA Vaccinated Partner Collapses at the
Wheel
26 collapses behind the wheel
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***

Click here to watch the video

Oct. 13, 2023 at 3:30am (above video) – Firefighter Terra White’s partner collapsed at the
wheel while driving an ambulance and almost went off a cliff. 
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In  this  article I  present 26 such recent collapses behind the wheel  due to a “medical
emergency” suffered by the driver and how these stories ended:

Nov. 15, 2023 – Ohio – 38 year old USPS mail Truck driver Andrew Donisi had a medical
emergency while driving and crashed his vehicle into a utility pole.

Nov. 10, 2023 – Chicago – Jay Carroll played pickleball, walked to the car, opened the door
and collapsed. He had a heart attack and died on the spot.
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Nov. 9, 2023 – Reality TV Star 40 year old Brandi Mallory was found dead in her car on Nov.
9, 2023, in the parking lot of a strip mall after eating at Chipotle the previous day. 

Nov. 5, 2023 – Granbury, TX – Tony Monroe had a medical episode while driving. He simply
pulled over and died.
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Oct. 25, 2023 – 57 year old Carlton Campbell, Principal at Hallandale Beach K-8 had a
medical emergency behind the wheel, crashed his car & died on Oct. 25, 2023.

Oct. 22, 2023 – Post Falls, ID – 36 year old Nicholas McDaniel, Post Falls Police Officer was
found slumped over in his patrol car after he failed to reply to a “status check” and died
suddenly on Oct. 22, 2023.
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Oct. 18, 2023 – Dwight Allan Twilley was driving alone when he suffered a massive stroke,
lost control of his car and crashed into a tree, dying of brain hemorrhage on Oct. 18, 2023.
He mocked Ivermectin and posted: “time to quit whining & get vaccinated.”
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Oct. 8, 2023 – Italy – 40 year old Francesco Forner had a cardiac arrest while driving. “His
lifeless body and stationary car attracted attention of passing motorists.”
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Sep. 17, 2023 – Palermo, Italy – 34 year old bricklayer had a “sudden illness” behind the
wheel of his car, got out of his car, collapsed and died suddenly.

Click here to read the full article.
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